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Madam Rector, Dean, members of the board of trustees of the chair of Population Dynamics and spatial developments, colleagues, friends, family,

Welcome on this special occasion. I am very happy to officially accept, in your presence, the position of special professor at the University of Amsterdam.

The last time I stood in the auditorium of the University of Amsterdam on this exact spot was nearly twenty years ago. At that time, I was defending my doctoral research on cohabitation (Manting, 1994).

At the time of my doctoral research, cohabitation was regarded an alternative; a first step in building a relationship, as a trial period for marriage. Many people regarded cohabitation inappropriate and, therefore, skipped this step. A small group of people considered cohabitation as a permanent alternative for marriage (Manting, 1994, 1996).

The fact that cohabitation was seen as a different form of living together was also apparent from the way the media spoke about it. They used to refer to it as ‘shagging’ instead of cohabitation. This has since changed; that term is not heard any longer. Research into this subject was still in its infancy, twenty years ago. I used to think it was exciting and motivating, as I generally like conducting innovative research. Over the coming years, at the University of Amsterdam, I intend to focus on other, new research subjects. Research that centres around the spatial consequences of demographic behaviour, more specifically from the perspective over the entire course of life. From there, I will zoom in on traffic mobility and urban population developments and the interaction between the two.

Hence the title of my inaugural lecture ‘Spatial policy needs demographic analysis’. On reading the title, some people will think they know this already, while in others it may spark an interest. You may ask ‘Why? Does demographic research allow any room for discussion?’ The answer is both yes and no. Let’s begin with the no. The value of demographic prognosis, the demographic toolkit used for unravelling period, age and cohort effects, and research into demographic developments certainly are not up for discussion. However, there is also a yes; demography is debatable, as sometimes we find it difficult to believe the results from analyses, or we underestimate the power of population changes, and at other times we omit a certain dimension. I will address each of these three aspects.

**Demographic analysis: disbelief, underestimation and the forgotten dimension**

Sometimes, we do not believe the results presented to us. This has been our experience, at times, with population prognoses at PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency. Although the numerous population prognoses carried out in our country are used by many, there is also much discussion on the subject. When
in 2006 Van Dam and other researchers published their research into the consequences of demographic shrinkage, many local administrators considered shrinkage of their municipality as inconceivable (Van Dam et al., 2006). Today, only seven years on, shrinkage is no longer disputed, and the focus has shifted towards dealing with its spatial consequences. Indeed, today it is the incidence of growth in certain parts of the Netherlands that is being met with disbelief (will the Randstad really grow by that much in the coming 30 years?)

The disbelief is also being caused by the crisis. People wander, for example, if prognoses take this fact sufficiently into account. A crisis is an example of a period effect. Demographers, time and again, conclude that crises often lead to postponement but not to abandonment. Residential mobility, divorce, or even having children are some of the things that are postponed in times of economic downturn (De Beer, 2012), but that are subsequently taken up again following economic recovery. Therefore, I think that particularly those that carry out demographic prognosis are very aware of period effects, in addition to age and cohort effects.

Prognoses regularly do not come true. After all, responses to those prognoses may also prevent them from coming true. This thus does not mean that they were incorrect. Their value lies in the fact that they point to future trends. Good prognoses, however, do take cohort, age and period effects into account.

After this introduction I feel no qualms about presenting you with the expected developments up to 2025, according to the PBL and CBS prognosis (Huisman et al., 2013).

Figure 1. Changes in population size per municipality in the Netherlands, 2012–2025

The more red in a certain area, the greater the population growth, according to the PBL-CBS prognosis of 2013 (figure 1). Growth particularly will take place around the Randstad and in the large cities of the Netherlands. And the more blue in a certain area, the greater the amount of shrinkage. The latter is believed to take
place, up to 2025, particularly in the Dutch border regions and in the smaller municipalities.

To be clear: despite the marginal notes to future population developments, these population prognoses are used extensively in the Netherlands. In short, it is not the importance of demographic prognoses to spatial policy that is up for discussion, but sometimes rather their outcomes.

Furthermore, at times, we do not realise the severity of population changes. When recently, at PBL, we researched the consequences of the aging population for spatial developments of aging, we were surprised by the impact of the aging of the large baby-boom generation. Here, I show you an example taken from an analysis by De Groot of the impact of residential mobility on developments in population size and composition (PBL, 2013).

Figure 2. Changes in residential moves per decade, distinguishing between the effect of population size (left) and composition (right)

The left panel of figure 2 shows how the increasing population drove up the residential mobility for decades, but also how the impact of this will decrease in the future – and, ultimately, will even be reversed. The surprising element, however, is in the right-hand panel of the figure, as that shows how the composition of the population already in the 1990s slowed down this residential mobility. This could subsequently be explained by the post-war, baby-boom generation reaching a certain phase in life in which they moved much less often. Before then, from the 1960s onwards, the ‘family formation phase’ of this large generation caused a wave of residential moves. In about 15 years, the outflow of this generation will cause another, somewhat smaller, wave in residential mobility, according to PBL researchers (Eskinasi, 2012; PBL, 2013). Changes to population composition are gradual and thus sometimes go unrecognised. As the previous point indicates, policymakers – when concerned about a decline in residential mobility – must realise that part of the change is structural, autonomous and for the largest part cannot be reversed. This example also shows that demographic analyses, in this case
of the effect of changes in population size and composition in population developments, are important for spatial developments and spatial policy.

These examples belong to the more traditional way of conducting demographic analyses, and play a role in the explanation of spatial developments. Here, I would like to discuss the importance of another method of demographic analysis, namely that of demographic and spatial research from a life-course perspective.

According to Majer and Tuma, the core of life-course research is the study of mutually coherent individual processes that take place throughout people’s lives, over historical periods (Mayer and Tuma, 1990). And to add another complication: according to Runyan (1984) – and I agree, part of the core of life-course research is the study of the impact of earlier life-course events on things that happen in the later course of life. Demographic research from a life-course perspective involves the study of order, timing and frequency of demographic events, such as leaving home, relationships, divorce and starting a family. My ambitions are not so much in analysing the demographic course of life itself, but rather in analysing the spatial consequences of changes to the demographic course of life. This also concerns the remainder of my oration; the importance of developments in demographic events to spatial developments; in particular, to the developments of transport mobility and urbanisation. Today, I will limit this to the importance of changes in the timing of a demographic event: that of having a child. In the coming years, my research will also focus on the impact of other demographic events, such as that of leaving home, on spatial developments.

**The transition period from childhood to adulthood**

The timing of demographic events, in addition to frequency and order of such events, is central to a certain period in the course of people’s lives, known in the world of demographics as the transition period from childhood to adulthood. This transition period has changed so much over the course of time that demographers such as Billari and Liefbroer (2010) speak of a period that has become ever more complex and more lengthy, and that comes to a close increasingly later in life. They illustrate this for several countries, including the Netherlands. Their analysis shows that this phase both starts earlier and lasts longer. It begins when young people leave home. That age at which half of all Dutch women leave their parental home has moved from 23 for women born in the 1930s to 20 for the generation of the 1970s. The age at cohabitation is also going down; between these generations of women, this type of event has moved from the age of 24 to 22. Other data from the study by Billari and Liefbroer on other types of transitions show that these, in fact, have slowed. The age at which half of the women have their first child has gone up: this was 25 for those born in the 1930s and 30 for the generation of the 1970s. For marriage the age has moved up even further. One of the consequences of all these developments is that the transition period from childhood to adulthood – conform the demographic definition of Billari and Liefbroer (2010) –
has extended to beyond people’s 30th birthday. After all, in the Netherlands, many women do not have their first child until well into their thirties.

Timing is only one of the things that have changed. Others are order and frequency. For example, people marry increasingly often after their children are born, instead of before. These developments have been taking place for a long time already. In the mid 1980s, Lesthaeghe and Van de Kaa (1986) already concluded that these changes were being caused by a multitude of cultural, socioeconomic and technological changes. Examples are individualisation, emancipation, increasing prosperity, and the introduction of the contraceptive pill. Their theory – in the world of demographics known as the Second Demographic Transition – has inspired many demographers, both national and international. Latten and Mulder (2012) recently found that developments in the Netherlands pointed to the continued validity of the theory of the Second Demographic Transition. This theory also played a role in my earlier research, at which time the extension of the transition period was also obvious (Manting et al., 1992). Mulder and Manting (1994), at the time, found that a growing number of people had been developing a strategy for postponing in particular the irreversible changes, such as having children. In a recent episode of the Dutch programme Tegenlicht (VPRO, 2013), a woman called Sarah describes the extension of her transition from childhood to adulthood. In the documentary, she said, among other things: ’Yes, I think that nowadays you can be young for as long as you like. You can postpone choices longer than ever before, and I see many people approaching forty, still wondering whether they want children and about what they truly want to do with their lives’. I expect that Sarah’s observations on her generation – postponing demographic events, in particular the ‘irreversible’ events – will also lead to postponement of behaviour that impacts spatial development.

Below, I illustrate the importance of demographic analysis for spatial policy by discussing the consequences of postponing childbirth for developments in transport mobility and urban populations. This does not mean that I consider other demographic changes over the life course to be unimportant in explaining spatial developments, but this choice is made because of time constraints. Before I enter into the spatial consequences, I first would like to elaborate on the postponement of having children. This, logically, leads to increasing numbers of young adults not living as a family. This is reflected in the figure below, based on CBS data. Among young adults under the age of twenty, the number of households with children is negligible.
Major changes can be seen over the course of less than twenty years (figure 3). Not only the number of households with children has become lower among people in their twenties, but so has the number of families among those in their thirties, whereas this number has increased strongly among people in their forties and fifties. This means that, when we compare young adults of today with those of just before the turn of the century, this concerns a group of people who currently hardly live as a family, while before they did so much more often. Because families usually have different spatial behavioural patterns, compared to people living alone, that also means that people in their twenties and thirties currently behave differently from a spatial perspective than in the past; simply because they have no children. I believe that the postponement of starting a family is an often forgotten factor in the study of spatial developments. Below, I present two examples of this fact.

Transport mobility and postponing childbirth

Take the studies that attempt to explain the decline in automobility. Many transport researchers are currently wondering whether this decline is structural or temporary. Is it a case of substitution, of people taking bicycles, trains or aeroplanes rather than motorised vehicles, or is it a sign of something else? Automobility had begun to decline in many countries in various parts of the world, just before the onset of the economic crisis (IFMO, 2013; Le Vine and Jones, 2012). This widespread decline is receiving much attention among transport researchers. On the one hand, because – according to my expectation – shrinkage is a phenomenon that is alien to this domain; on the other hand, because it has many consequences for investments in infrastructure and for the environment. The Netherlands is also experiencing a decline in automobility, although the preferred term here is that growth is levelling off (KIM, 2012). Automobility peaked in 2005.
Transport researchers are of the opinion that – in addition to demographic developments such as ageing or urban population growth – social, economic, technological and transport-specific factors are responsible for the decline. Particular attention is paid to automobility among young people, as this has been declining for some time now, in the Netherlands as well as in many other countries. No unambiguous conclusions can be drawn yet, as the research in this field has only just begun. Some think that the frequent use of ICT among young people offers an explanation for the decline in mobility, because it competes with car driving, or they assume the decline is being caused by the fact that owning a car is less prestigious than it used to be, or because young people today are more environmentally friendly. Other believe it is due to the uncertain economic circumstances that young people are faced with in many countries (KIM, 2012; Kuhnimhof et al., 2012; Le Vine and Jones, 2012; Metz, 2013). What is seen as another cause of the decline is the increase in the number of young people living in cities, where cars are not always the most suitable mode of transport.

The study into the decline in automobility among young people, however, is still in its infancy. It is a discussion predominantly among traffic experts. The influence of changes in the demographic course of life is only rarely addressed. Some researchers mention the impact of having children on mobility (IFMO, 2013; Kuhnimhof et al., 2012; Lanzendorf, 2010; Le Vine and Jones, 2012; Metz, 2013), but only a few really study this impact (e.g. Lanzendorf, 2010). Above, I concluded that young adults less often have children, and I believe that the postponing childbirth among this age group is a valid additional explanation for the decline in automobility. At this time, I am unable to underpin my hypothesis about the postponement of demographic behaviour with sufficient amounts of empirical longitudinal results. Such empirical results are predominantly available only on a cross-sectional and an aggregate level, not on the individual level that is required for conducting a life-course analysis.

Aggregate data indicate that childlessness is responsible for a decline in automobility among young adults. Firstly, CBS data show that families use and own a car much more often than childless couples or people living alone (Beuningen et al., 2012). Breadwinners not only use the car for their own transportation, but also to take their children to crèches, school or sports. The Netherlands Institute for Social Research (SCP) paints a clear picture of the way in which parents attune their transport movements between home, work and school (Van der Klis, 2013). In particular, the fathers use a car to do so, according to the SCP. Incidental studies have found that the birth of a child indeed leads to more car use and car ownership (Lanzendorf, 2010); in other words, postponement of starting a family leads to a decline in automobility among young adults. I cannot yet prove this point using life-course analyses for the Netherlands, but the following figures do point to this outcome. The data are based on an analysis by Hilbers (PBL, 2013) and show that bicycles are popular among teenagers, public transport is common among people in their twenties, and that particularly those in their thirties, forties and fifties use cars (figure 4).
This last group, as indicated earlier, contains the families. The fact that men in particular use the car to transport their children, in combination with the decline in automobility occurring particularly among young men, is a further indication of postponing childbirth being an important explanation for the decreasing level of car use by young adults. The figure above unfortunately is only a snapshot in time, therefore it does not reflect the changes between age groups over time in history, or between generations. During my inaugural lecture, I used pictures I took on my holidays over the years – not shown here – to show how my mode of transport changed according to my personal demographic life course.

In summary, from the perspective that there are increasingly fewer families among people in their twenties, and these days even in their thirties, it stands to reason that automobility among these age groups has been declining. Equally logical is the assumption that automobility increases among people in their forties and fifties, as these groups contain the highest numbers of families. And this is precisely what can be seen in the data from KiM Netherlands Institute for Transport Policy Analysis, which show that, recently, automobility has been decreasing among those in their twenties and increasing among people over the age of forty (figure 5). These data were obtained from and published by KiM (KiM, 2012), and corrected for changes in numbers per age group (also by KiM).
This I consider to be the first evidence of postponement of family formation having an impact on automobility. However, as this concerns an analysis of aggregated data, cause and effect cannot easily be separated. Transport researchers, for example, believe that urbanisation has led to a decline in automobility. But the exact opposite may be true. For instance, research by Karsten (2003) shows that families deliberately choose to live in the city, because then employment, schools and leisure activities are all close by. This would point to urbanisation being the result of changes in automobility rather than the other way round. And the declining automobility among young adults, thus, is not only caused by them delaying childbirth, but also by changes in lifestyle. If this postponement is the main ingredient, then there would be a structural lower automobility among young adults and a higher level of automobility among people in their forties and fifties. However, if behavioural changes are the main cause, this could lead to a declining automobility also for future generations. These two possible causes have different consequences for future investments in infrastructure and for projections of the environmental impact of transport.

The degree to which the postponement of family formation and possibly also other demographic life-course changes really explain the declining mobility among young adults could be researched more effectively using life-course analysis than by comparing such aggregated trends. After all, advantage of the life-course analysis is the fact that also the possible impact on automobility of other changes in the lives of young people can be studied. For example, completing a study, finding a job, living in the city or moving to another municipality. Such events also have an impact on daily commuter traffic. Life-course research, in addition, also makes it easier to disentangle cause and effect and to determine whether something is the result of postponement, catching up or abandonment. Currently, there is hardly any demographic life-course research for traffic mobility. This type of research is still in its infancy, but it is my intention, as Professor of Population Dynamics and Spatial Developments, to bring it into adulthood.
Postponement of family formation and the triumph of the city

The delay of starting a family, from my point of view, also is an important development explaining recent urban growth. Over the past decades, the number of inhabitants of cities has increased rapidly, both in the Netherlands and in Europe. After the large concerns in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s over the massive outflow of people leaving the Dutch cities, the current urban population increase has turned these concerns into optimism. Figure 6 shows the shrinkage and growth in the number of inhabitants of Amsterdam, but similar developments are also taking place in other Dutch cities.

Figure 6. Number of inhabitants in Amsterdam, 1950–2013

In the words of famous economist Glaeser (2011) this is called the 'triumph of the city'. Often, urban population growth is considered an indication of the success and popularity of cities. Every scientific field appears to view cities in a different way, reaching varying explanations for this growth. Economists consider the success of cities the result of changes in economic structure, in particular the rise of the new knowledge economy (De Groot et al., 2010). In addition, they argue that the development of prosperity first drove people away from the city, whereas today it drives them in the opposite direction. The reason for this return is that people seek the particular facilities that cities have to offer (De Groot et al., 2010). Spatial planners also consider the changes in spatial policy as one of the explanations. In the past, large-scale housing projects were constructed outside cities, whereas today building takes place mostly within the large cities or along their peripheries. Examples of such policies are the growth core policy of the 1970s and the more recent housing policy that led, among other things, to the development of new neighbourhoods, such as Uburb in Amsterdam. Ecologists, when they consider the triumph of the city, think about the increasingly cleaner urban environment. Demographers also consider various demographic processes when they consider the
increase in urban population, such as national and international migration, and mortality and birth rates. The large changes in these areas are depicted by figure 7.

Figure 7. On a given day in Amsterdam

![Diagram of population change in Amsterdam]

On any given day in 1980, the number of inhabitants of Amsterdam was declining, particularly because many more people were leaving town than we entering it. The blue planes represent the outflow from the city and, on the left side of the figure this plane is much larger than the red plane that represents the inflow. Births and deaths were in equilibrium, with only foreign migration causing a growth in the number of inhabitants. In those days, Amsterdam lost around 13 inhabitants per day. Today, the situation is very different. In the first place, the number of deaths is much lower and many more children are being born in the city. Secondly, immigration and emigration are more balanced, although the level of immigration is still higher than that of emigration. The largest change, however, concerns the inflow into the city, which is much larger than the outflow. In 1980 this was the exact opposite. Currently, the city gains 34 inhabitants per day.

Amsterdam, thus, is growing in particular due to national migration, and more specifically due to the arrival of people in their twenties and thirties. More data are shown in figure 8.
Looking at the internal migration balance of Amsterdam clearly shows how the city grew over the past 10 years, particularly because on balance more 18 to 29 year olds were entering the city than were leaving it. In other age groups the outflow is larger than the inflow, but this difference has become smaller over the years and, thus, also adds to the growth of the city of Amsterdam. For example, still more people in their thirties leave the city than those entering it, although this difference is getting smaller. In the past, many young adults would move to centres of urban growth near the city around the time they were starting their families, in search of cheap family housing. For Amsterdam, the development of a new town, Almere, has been important over the years. Figure 9 shows the developments of people moving between Amsterdam and Almere\textsuperscript{11}. 

*Figure 8. Net internal migration of Amsterdam, per age, 2001–2011*
Since the beginning of this century, ever fewer young adults have started to move to Almere, as is shown in the right-hand figure. This particularly applies to adults in the family-starting phase. The number of people in their twenties and thirties, as well as families with toddlers, from Amsterdam to Almere has been declining since the beginning of the century. Almere apparently is becoming less and less attractive to the inhabitants of Amsterdam. However, for the young inhabitants of Almere, this is the other way round; they move to Amsterdam in increasingly larger numbers. This can be seen in the left-hand figure. For the period before the crisis, this is true for 18- to 24-year olds and, for the entire period including the crisis, for 25- to 29-year olds. Amsterdam was and is increasingly more attractive to young adults from Almere. Here, only the developments for Amsterdam and Almere are shown, but more or less the same applies to Utrecht, The Hague and Rotterdam and the centres of urban growth that surround them. Therefore, the situation described above is by no means unique to Amsterdam and Almere. Suburbanisation towards the centres of urban growth has decreased substantially.

All in all, in addition to changes in births and deaths, the recent growth of cities appears largely to be due to more young adults moving to the cities and fewer people in their twenties and thirties leaving them. Postponement of starting a family seems a logical explanation for the increasing inflow into and the stalled outflow of people in their twenties and thirties. Musterd et al. (2006) concluded this before, when they were studying the developments for Amsterdam around the turn of the century. Because starting a family used to lead to large outflow from the cities and to suburbanisation, the delay of the birth of the first child will now lead to urbanisation. In other words, because more and more people in their twenties delay family formation, this has removed one of the main reasons for them to leave the city between their twentieth and twenty-ninth year. In my opinion, a proper
explanation for the recent growth in cities would require more research from a life-course perspective. That is to say, more research into the way in which changes in the lives of young adults – related to the labour market, study, or the housing market – have affected their move towards or away from the cities. Life-course research can help to provide further insight into the way in which changing economic, cultural, social and demographic circumstances for young adults influence urban growth. It may also serve to unravel postponement, catch up and cancellation effects, and help determine whether there are only delay effects, and whether postponement of starting a family also leads to delays in the move away from the city, or if there are also other factors involved. Because, although it is probable that the postponement of starting a family also leads to delayed outflow from the city, there are also other developments. Research by Boterman et al. (2010), for example, shows a small but increasing presence of young families within cities. Which would mean the absence of the automatic departure from the city around the time of family formation. These issues can be addressed effectively by further life-course research.

With the above, I hope to have convinced you of my opinion that attention should be paid to demographic life-course changes when explaining spatial developments. That research in this field is still in its infancy. This does not mean that I do not value other theories on mobility or urban growth. My plea is particularly focused on showing the importance of demographic life-course analysis.

Future research: demographic life-course and spatial developments

Future spatial–demographic life-course research may generate new insights into the question about whether these developments are related to postponement, catch up or cancellation. On an aggregate level, individual changes have large consequences for spatial developments and therefore also for spatial policy. Let me briefly illustrate this by telling you a personal story. For a large part of the 1980s, I lived in Amsterdam. Over the course of time, many of my friends moved away, to growth centres outside the city – to Almere or Zoetermeer. Although we saw how many of our friends moved away, during this phase of life, we were unaware of the fact that this behaviour of our contemporaries led to a massive outflow, away from the city of Amsterdam. This example shows that spatial developments are an accumulation of changes on an individual level. Policies on urbanisation, transport and housing, therefore, are related to the changing life courses of young adults. Insight into the changes in the lives of young adults provides better projections of traffic and transport as well as improved estimations of future tasks for cities and their surrounding areas. Is the crisis responsible for the delayed departure from cities or is this a more structural development? Is the start of a family less often a reason to leave the city and is that the cause of a growing increase in housing demand within cities and corresponding decrease outside cities? Or is this a process of adjustment to the fact that young adults of today stay within the cities for longer than they used to? Are people choosing the city because they wish to avoid regular
car use, or do they use their cars less often because they want to remain living in the city? Suburbanisation and the rise of the car have mutually influenced each other (Bertolini, 2009); does this also apply to the increase in urbanisation and the decline in car use?

There is much still to be researched. This takes me to my research ambitions for the coming years. I intend to address the following questions:

To which degree are changes in demographic life course (order, timing, frequency of demographic events) affecting the growth in cities and surrounding areas?

To which degree are changes in demographic life course (order, timing, frequency of demographic events) affecting traffic mobility?

The answers to such research questions require the availability of longitudinal data. It will take a great deal of time and energy to generate such data – even with the use of existing CBS statistics, panels and survey results. My first activities in the coming year will therefore be focused on developing the required data sets.

In summary, spatial policy needs demographic analysis. Perhaps this already seemed obvious. I focused particularly on the forgotten dimension of demography for spatial development: the importance of changes in the demographic life course for spatial development.
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1 A slightly revised version of my inaugural lecture (spoken in Dutch) of 1 November 2013. I have added a list of references, but personal photographs and video images have been omitted.

2 Diagram legend is strong decline, decline, more or less stable, growth, strong growth of population size

3 A Dutch inaugural lecture may not exceed 45 minutes.

4 This figure is an updated version of the figure in the web article by De Graaf (2011)

5 With thanks to UvA colleagues Veronique Van Acker and Lucas Harms and PBL colleague Hans Nijland, for their comments to an earlier version of ‘Verkeersmobiliteit en uitstel van gezinsvorming’ [Traffic mobility and postponement to starting a family (in Dutch)].

6 Diagram legend As automobilist, auto passenger, with public transport, bicycle

7 The settlement chances are calculated by dividing the annual number of people that move to one of the four large municipalities by the Dutch population, minus the population of those four large municipalities, on 1 January of a given year.

8 The outflow chances are calculated by dividing the annual number of people leaving the four large municipalities by the population of those four municipalities, on 1 January of a given year (Manting & Huisman (2013)).

9 With thanks to Marian Abels, Femke Daalhuizen, Gert Eggink, Andries de Jong and Allard Warrink for their work on the figures.